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EXAM QUESTIONS
It is so important to know what could be asked:

These notes will prepare you to answer these questions 
successfully and will provide you with the following:
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-

- Identify the location (beginning, middle or end)
- Identify the section

- Identify and describe thesection thatfollows

- Identify the instrument

- Identify and describe a feature
- Identify and describe an instrumental feature technique
- Identify and describe a compositional feature / technique
- Identify and describe the texture

- Identifyfeatures of Barry'sstyle/Lothcentury style
- Insertthe missing time signature

-

Describe Barrysuse of Irish melodies
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FEATURES OF STYLE
Why do you need to know this?

.

- Frequent unexpected changes and contrasts

- The use of new instrumental techniques/features, for example, piano clusters          
and flauntando

- The use of new compositional techniques/features, for example, retrograde, 
canon at unusual distances

- Frequently changing time signatures

- Dissonant (clashing) sounds

INSPIRATION
Why do you need to know this?

Barry incorporates the following melodies into Piano Quartet No.1

Sí Bheag, Sí Mhór is used in the first section of the work (Section A) in 
retrograde, inversion and canon 

Beidh Aonach Amárach inspires Section D, where the viola and cello play 
in homophony

Lord Mayo’s Delight is heard in the last section of the work (Section H) in 
2+3-part canon
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-

To help answer the flowing questions:
- Identify features of Barry's style/20th-century style

-

To help answerthe following question:
- Discuss Barry's use of Irish Melodies

&



MELODIES

Try to sing the melodies provided 
with solfa below, this will help you 
to become really familiar with 
them

‘B’ melody

Original ‘C’ melody

Chromatic ‘C’ melody

‘D’ melody - inspired by Beidh Aonach Amárach

‘E’ melody

‘F’ melody

‘H’ melody - Lord Mayo’s Delight 

The ‘G’ section is frantic and the music is derived from 
other sections. There is no clear melody in this section.

INSTRUMENTATION

‘A’ melody - Sí Bheag, Sí mhór

Violin
Treble clef

Viola 
Alto clef

Cello 
Bass clef

Piano 
Treble+bass 
clefs

Why do you need to know this?
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To help answer the following questions.
- Identify the instrument

1

- Identify the section

- identify a feature (i.e. ofthe melody

④

-



ORDER OF SECTIONS
Why do you need to know this?

To prepare for learning the section please note the following:

There is only 1 A section
There is only 1 G section
There is only 1 H section

The work starts with section A and finishes with sections G and H

3 sections have pairs:
D2 + B3
E2 + D3
C8 + F

Please watch this video which talks you through learning the form:

A                                        D1                                           C6

B1                                      D2 + B3                                   C7

C1                                                                                      C8 + F

                                           E1                                            C9

C2                                       C4                                      

B2                                       C5                                            G

C3                                       E2 + D3                                    H © Susan McCormick

&

To help answer the following questions:
- identify location
- identify section
- identify +describe the section that follows

see accompanying video
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HOW TO IDENTIFY SECTIONS
Why do you need to know this?

It is useful to come up with ways for identifying and remembering each section.

Below you will find descriptions, which help to describe the sound of each section.

Please watch this video which justifies the chosen description and allows you to hear a 
clip of each section alongside the chosen word:

SECTION DESCRIPTION                     SECTION                  DESCRIPTION

A                                       Climbing                               C6                               Scratchy

B1                                     Mel + accompaniment         C7                               Falling over

C1                                     Crash Bandicoot                  C8+F                          Jig/warmup rooms

C2                                     Phantom flute                      C9                               High pitch

B2                                     Skimming stone                   G                                Q. + A. 

C3                                     Lethargic                              H                                Lord Mayo

D1                                     Flat

D2+B3                              Repetitive

E1                                     Countdown

C4                                     Piano solo/waking up

C5                                     Sloth

E2+D3                              Low piano                                                            © Susan McCormick

To help answer the following questions:
- identify section

- identifylocation
- describe the section thatfollows

- Compare + contrast

see accompanying video



INSTRUMENTAL TECHNIQUES
Why do you need to know these?

Senza vibrato - to play without vibrato i.e. hold the finger steady on the string

Harmonics/flag - to produce an overtone by very lightly pressing on the string

Double stopping - to bow two strings at the same time

Clusters - piano clusters - play a large number of notes simultaneously to create a big 
chord

Flautando - to produce a flute-like sound - molto= a lot

INSTRUMENTAL TECHNIQUE DIAGRAM

Senza vibrato

Very little vibrato

Molto 
flautando

Harmonics

Double stopping
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To help
answers the following questions:

- Identify section

- Identify +describe instrumental featuretechnique
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Senza vibrato - to play without vibrato i.e. hold the finger steady on the string

Harmonics/flag - to produce an overtone by very lightly pressing on the string

Double stopping - to bow two strings at the same time

Clusters - piano clusters - play a large number of notes simultaneously to create a big 
chord

Flautando - to produce a flute-like sound - molto= a lot

COMPOSITIONAL TECHNIQUES
Why do you need to know these?

Inversion - to turn the melody upside down - Sections A, B1, C7

Retrograde - to play something back to front - Sections A, E1, E2+D3, F+C8

Augmentation - to double/lengthen note values - Section F+C8

Diminuition - to shorten note values - Section D2+B3

Polymetre - not all instruments reading in the same time signature - Section F+C8

Canon at unusual distances (see diagram below)- Sections A, B2, C5, C6, C7, C9, E1, H

CANON DISTANCES DIAGRAM

Octave

Quaver

Same pitch

Crotchet

2 octaves

Example of how to read the diagram:
C9 = canon at the distance of crotchet, 2 octaves
E1 = canon at the distance of quaver, 1 octave 
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Almost all of the sections are POLYPHONIC for one of two reasons:

1. The use of canon (i.e. the same melody played by different instruments entering one after    
the other)

- Section A

- Section B2

- Section C5

- Section C6

- Section C7

- Section C9

- Section E1 

- Section H

2. The combination of 2 different melodies 

- Section B3 + D2

- Section E2 + D3

- Section C1 (melody and countermelody)

- Section C2 (C melody and chromatic C melody)

- Section C3 (C melody and chromatic C melody)

- Section C4 (C melody and chromatic C melody)

- Section C8 + F

The following sections are HOMOPHONIC for one of two reasons:

1. 1 melody with accompaniment 

-  Section B1

- Section D1

2. Chordal 

- Section G

- Section C4    NB C4 (the piano only section) is the only C section that could be considered homophonic

TEXTURE
Why do you need to know this?

NB In the exam you MUST justify the chosen 
texture i.e. this section is polyphonic because there 
are two different melodies (B+D) playing at the 
same time

C4 has 2 different 
melodies, and therefore it 
can be described as 
polyphonic, however, 
because of the chordal 
nature of the section it 
sounds somewhat more 
homophonic. As long as 
you justify your answer you 
could make a case for 
either.
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To help you answer the following question:

- Identify +describe the texture
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REVISION TABLE Please see next page for explanations of abbreviations
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KEY

Mel =Melody 

Accomp = accompaniment

C SV = senza vibrato 

VLV = with very little vibrato 

H = harmonics

DS = double stopping

Fl. = flautando 

Mfl. = molto flautando 

8ve = octave

Chrom = chromatic

SBSM = SÍ Bheag, Sí Mhór

BAA = Beidh Aonach Amárach

LMD = Lord Mayo’s Delight

LH = left hand

RH = right hand 

CT = compositional technique

IT = instrumental technique 

TS = time signature 
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